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DEKO Tools DKMT113 tool set
The DEKO Tools DKMT113 set contains 113 essential tools that will find use in any home or workshop. These include pliers, a hammer, a
tire pressure gauge, screwdrivers, bits, wrenches and sockets, among others. They will come in handy, for example, when doing small
repairs  and  DIY.  All  elements  of  the  set  are  made  of  high-quality  materials  and  are  extremely  durable.  The  tools  come in  a  practical
carrying case, which makes them easy to transport and store.
 
Solid workmanship
The tools were created from excellent quality materials and meet the new, stringent ANSI standards. They are also distinguished by a
chrome finish that protects them from corrosion and rust. As a result, they will serve you perfectly for a long time. What's more, all the
components of the set are housed in a durable, roomy carrying case. Each tool has its own place in it - a corresponding compartment.
This makes it much easier to keep things in order, it also helps to avoid losing individual elements.
 
Many applications
The  tools  included  in  the  set  will  find  many  uses  at  home and  in  the  workshop.  For  example,  they  will  be  perfect  for  repairing  small
appliances  and  toys.  They  will  also  be  useful  for  DIY  enthusiasts.  With  their  help  you  can  hang  a  shelf,  repair  a  sideboard,  assemble
ordered furniture and fix loose cabinet handles. Thanks to the ergonomic design, the tools lie perfectly in the hand and provide comfort
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of use even during prolonged work.
 
In the box
8x combination wrenches (8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm)
1x long nose pliers 6"
1x diagonal pliers 6"
8x hex keys 1.5-6mm
6x drive nuts (5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm)
1x water pump pliers 8"
2x screwdrivers (PH4x75mm, SL4x75mm)
1x steel brush 7"
1x coupler 1/4"
11x 1/4" sockets ( 4mm, 5mm, 5.5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm)
11x 1/2" sockets (8mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 19mm, 22mm)
2x universal joints (1/4", 1/2")
2x spark plugs (1/2" x 16.21mm)
3x extension bars (1/4" x 2.4", 1/2" x 5")
2x ratchet wrenches (1/4", 1/2")
48x bits 25L
2x adapters 25L
1x 500g machinist hammer
1x ratchet bit holder 6.35mm
1x tire pressure tester
Brand
DEKO Tools
Model
DKMT113
Color
Yellow and black
Dimensions of the case
9.5x32x26cm

Preço:

€ 37.99

Ferramentas, Tool sets
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